
Trademark Law
Prof. Madison

Today:  Goodwill

Key concepts from Class 1:

Legal rules and concepts as tools for problem solving.

What problems do trademarks and trademark law solve?

Distinctiveness.
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Trademarks are legally valid if they are distinctive as to source, 
which means that they embody goodwill (“X for Y”)

Goodwill = content of consumer association of the mark with 
the source; usually a reputation for consistent quality/qualities 
(possibly consistently good/great; consistently bad/mediocre; 
cheap; shoddy; reliable; chic; etc.)

IOW: Valid marks are distinctive (because) they create goodwill
via use. 

Use means that the mark becomes associated in consumers’ 
minds with the quality/ies of specific products / services that 
come from a specific source.
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Rule/Tool:  Business practices involving trademarks (use, 
assignments, licenses) must include goodwill to avoid loss 
of rights.  Assignments in gross and naked licensing can 
cause loss of trademark rights.

Policy: Limit trademark rights to those needed by firms to 
compete fairly and effectively, and to those needed by 
consumers to acquire accurate information about the 
source of goods and services.

But what about: Free riding?  What if firm #2 simply uses 
firm #1’s mark(s) without permission or compensation?  
Isn’t that bad?
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How to use the tool:

Ask factual questions in order to understand different 
business relationships and their implications for use of 
marks. 

Use your knowledge of the law and the context to identify 
the problem(s), not just the legal “issues.”

What does the TM owner need to do to preserve TM rights 
– in context?
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5/13 Where does the instinct to mark “our” things come from?
“Your chief, Andy, inscribed his name on me.”



Franchising strategy: McDonald’s as parent (mark owner) 
licenses the marks and controls the products via supply chain and 
recipe requirements.  Stores are often independently owned but 
use the marks.  

Control of production strategy: Parent (mark owner) 
owns all Starbucks stores and produces its own 
products.   

Contracting strategy: Boston Beer Co. as parent (mark owner) 
long controlled its products via “contract brewing”: procurement 
and distribution contracts (ingredients, packaging) with third 
parties, which d/b/a their own names. All products bear BB marks 
(i.e., SA brands).
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Goodwill in action:

[1] A trademark may be abandoned if the mark owner 
stops using it (and intends not to resume use).
[2] “Naked” licensing invalidates a trademark.
[3]  An “assignment in gross” invalidates a trademark.

… because the use of the mark is divorced from the 
goodwill associated with the mark.
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More goodwill in action:

When can a purchaser of goods bearing a trademark lawfully 
re-sell those goods in the marketplace, over the objections of 
the original producer that the re-seller is “unauthorized”?

Generally: the “first sale” doctrine means that the rights of 
the trademark owner are “exhausted;” the re-seller is not 
appropriating the mark owner’s goodwill.  Applies to:  
(i)“used” goods; (ii) “refurbished” goods; (iii) “gray market” 
goods (imported from outside the US).
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But:

The rule has limits.  “First sale” applies and the defendant / 
re-seller is in the clear only IF:

• The initial sale of the goods was authorized by the 
trademark owner; and 
• The goods being re-sold are “genuine” (meaning both: (i) 
not counterfeit, and also (ii) not “materially different” from 
goods sold with the permission of the mark owner).

In sum, “first sale” cases turn on whether the goods sold by 
the defendant are “the real thing.”  If they are, then the 
defendant wins, because consumers are unlikely to be 
confused; “goodwill” is accurately following the mark.



Original Appalachian Artworks, 
Inc. v. Granada Electronics, Inc. 

(2d Cir. 1987)

Deft, an authorized foreign 
producer of CPKs, sold them 
in the US w/o permission of 
the owner of the “CPK” TM.

Did the deft infringe?

Ask: Are the dolls “genuine”?

(Q: Why is “genuineness” the 
legal and factual issue?
A: Goodwill.)
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Trademark law was built for a material world. Goodwill in a mark means 
that a firm bundles into the mark the psychic and market value of stuff 
that companies make. For fun, call this the “Madonna” principle.

Do trademark rules and principles change in the virtual world?  Should 
they?  Do human expectations and behaviors change in the virtual 
world?  How?
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13/
13 From the Warner Bros. Shop: From Etsy:

Related: trademark law relies on the presumptions that firms use 
trademarks to build (symbolize/embody) goodwill in products and 
services that consumers buy for their “use” value.

How should trademark law change when firms are selling products 
and services that consumers buy for the “associational” or 
“expressive” value of the related trademarks?  




